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1. Introduction 

A Bellcore Technical An~lysis nonnally progresses through three phases, tenned Design, 
'implementation and Current Systems Analysis. The Design phase is basically a "paper" revie\\' in 
which Bellcore reviews all available design, perfonnance and engineering documentation, and the 
candidate supplier provides answers to a variety of Bellcore questions about the product. In an 
Implementation Analysis field testing is perfonned to verifY findings during the Design Analysis, 
and to verify the supplier's claims on the perfonnance of the system. Current Systems Analysis is 
an ongoing process that covers problems as they develop in field applications of the system, and 
features and capabilities added to the system. 

This paper concentrates on the key traffic capacity and perfonnance issues of the Design and 
Implementation phases of analysis, specifically related to call processors, switching networks, 
auxiliary processors, overload control and overall system limits. Other important responsibilities 
of the traffic analysis team, not to be review~d here, include complete reviews of the supplier's 
engineering and ordering procedures, traffic measurements for completeness and integrity, 
procedures for data base management and related service hazards, plans for Operations Systems 
interfaces, and potential load balance needs. 

2. CaU Capacity Estimation 

2.1 Range of Application 

Modem Stored Program Control (SPC) systems universally require methods for estimating 
capacity based on exhaust of the call processing capability. All systems are potentially limited by 
a Central Processor (CP), or a Call Processor Complex (CPC), where the CP or CPC, among 
other functions, generally provides translation, routing and network control. A CPC, in this 
context, is a group of devices, generally functionally equivalent, that share equally in 'the "CP" 
function. Also of interest are: 

a) ·Peripheral processors (PPs) which are processors that perfonn repetitive tasks such as line 
and trunk scanning, concentrator path hunting, and customer alerting. 

b). Auxiliary processors (APs) which are processors that perfonn tasks that can be separated 
from' the mainstream of real time call processing, such as Automatic Message Accounting 
(AMA) records fonnatting, traffic reports, and certain maintenance tasks. 

In this section we consider CP or CPC capacity estimation. The same methods may be applied 
to PPs and APs if their usage varies considerably by call type. 

2.2 Types of Capacity Estimates 

Generally, a Te1co' will require three kinds of CP capacity estimate, corresponding to three 
different time frames and levels of accuracy needed. A planning estimator, made 3 to 5 years in 
advance of a cutover, requires the least accuracy and should be quoted as a range based on the 
most significant capacity effecting parameters. A precutover estimator is used as part of the 
traffic ordering,' provisioning process, and is used by traffic engineers about 18 months in advance 
of service. A postcutover estimator of capacity on an in-service ·system makes use of system 
traffic measurements to determine exhaust. . 
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2.3 Estimation Method: Real Time Available 

Figure I shows an idealized version of the capacity estimation method utilized by most suppliers 
of Digital Switching Systems. Real time consurried by the system for processing of calls is 
plotted against calls. In this illustration, the real time per call is assumed to be a constant, the 
slope of a straight line. The engineer must determine: 

a) the average real time per call (R TC), or the slope, and 
b) the real time available (RT A) for processing calls. 

Once these estimates have been made, the call capacity is simply 
Capacity (calls/hour) = R T AIR TC 

R TA is computed by subtracting margin and fixed overhead from I OO~~ of the time being 
, considered, usually 30 or 60 minutes. R TC is the average call processing time per call. 

Fixed overhead . should include functions that the processor does on a clocked schedule at all 
traffic loads. It should not include work that the processor performed at low traffic levels which 
gets deferred at higher traffic in favor of call processing. It is required that a measurement of the 
"non-deferrable" occupancy be provided [I]. 

The Margin represents an experimentally determined level of occupancy at which all important 
service . objectives' should be met. Usually the controlling criterion will be the customer 
recognition time, or dial tone delay. The Bell Operating Company objective is a maximum of 
20% of calls delayed over 3 seconds on an annually recurring high day busy hour basis [2]. Since 
this is a system criterion, to allow for delays caused by digit receiver and concentrator congestion, 
the criterion for processor 'induced delay must be somewhat lower than 20%

• The exact choice 
of .objective, and the coincident Margin, will depend on load/service results such as shown in 
Figure 3. Here the peak period occupancy limit is logically the level at which serious service 
impairment and corresponding "waste" processor work time begins to occur, as discussed in [3]. 
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2.3.1 Traffic Variability 

Figure 2 is . a more realistic version of Figure I, showing the most important sources of traffic 
. variation that affect capacity estimation. As shown in Figure 2, the margin level of occupancy 

should be decremented by an Adjusted Margin to account for at least two types of known traffic 
variability: 

a) year-to-year variability in high day traffic, and . 
b) within the hour call processing load variability (peakedness) 

Work by Bolotin [4] shows the adjustment for year-to-year variability as a function of class of 
service mix. Techniques for predicting capacity loss from within-hour variability ·are under study. 

2.3.2 Software Design Effects 

The variation in . "fixed" overhead illustrated in Figure 2 is the result of another common 
phenomenon. There are a number of reasons why fixed overhead is not really fixed, but perhaps 
the major contributor is the man-machine interface, or the Te1co usage. In an hour when 
extensive memory updates are being made, special maintenance reports are being requested, or 
special customer traffic reports are being compiled, this part of the processor usage may vary 
considerably from normal. \1odem SPCs generally relegate as much of this Te1co usage as 
feasible to an AP, so that the effect on the CP is minimized. In addition, defensive software 
design could minimize the variability of this work by segmenting and spreading the work out 
over real time. In any case, a reasonable estimate of this busy period variable overhead work 
must be added to the fixed overhead. 

The RTC sho'wn in Figure 2 shows t\\"o. other phenomena often observed. The dotted line just 
above the RTC line includes the · effect of "deferrable work" (DW) noted in (2.3) that could be 
incorrectly included in the occupancy measurement. The amount of this work actually done will 
be reduced gradually in relation to increasing call volume, and disappear at saturation. Normally, 
it is expected that DW will decrease linearly, although in at least one switch that \\ras analyzed 
this was not true. The measured R TC could be misleadingly low with a resulting high capacity 
estimate, if the D W is not excluded. 

Another phenomenon that can occur is per-call related work that occurs only at low occupancy, 
which we call light .load work (LL Vl). This is represented by the lower dotted lines in figure 2. 
This might be, for example, processor work involved in getting started to process a · stream of 
calls. If calls are widely spaced this work is maximized, but on a per-call basis. As the call 
volume increases, the total LL W will increase and become constant at some moderate load level. 
The LL W is a special problem in regression analysis studies made to determine the R TC for 
various call types. The level- of occupancy where LL W saturates, and the R TC curve become 
linear, must be located. Regression analysis studies are then made using sufficient volumes to 

. avoid the LL W phenomenon. . 

Finally, the R TC at high loads may increase as a result of hardware and memory congestion. At 
high loads, retrials occur and additional queuing of tasks occurs. The affect of retrials and 
queuing should be determined and included· in the Margin Adjustment. 

2.4 Estimation Method: Real Time per CaU 

Two methods have been used for obtaining R TC by call type. The most straightforward 
method, used by most suppliers of digital switching systems, is to count instructions executed and 
use known processor work times. This code count method is often tedious, but can produce 
accurate results if performed carefully. The most common code count methods use a computer 
simulation with a trace facility. A second method is often used durin~ the Implementation 
Analysis by B ellcore. This consists of using ·· load boxes to load the system with a known call 
type or mixture of call types. 

Two basic kinds of load box tests can be used to estimate R TC for most of the basic call types. 
Single factor tests are used to estimate both R TC and fixed overhead for one call type at a time. 
The possible non-linearity and . other problems discussed in Section 2.3 can also be Il\easured by 
generating call volumes throughout the range of interest. Usually several R TCs and a co.nsistent 
measure of fixed overhead are obtained· with single factor load box tests. The majority of R TCs 
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can then be estimated by multivariate linear regression, using a fractional factorial design (5). 
Typically, 10 R TCs can be estimated accurately in 32 experimental runs, each run with a 
different combination of 5 or 6 call types. This is a very effi~ient way to obtain RTCs, but the 
main disadvantage i~ that the R TA components, and especially nonlinearities, cannot be detected 
easily. However, the combination of single and multi-factor runs will usually produce all of the 
required RT.C/ RTA information . . 

Table I from [6] can be used by suppliers and Te1cos for obtaining planning estimates for call 
processing c.apacity. Table I shows most of the basic call types and increments ~or which RTC 
should be estimated. Once' estimates for each call type are obtained, proportions from Table I 
are used to compute weighted average RTCs. A similar table has been developed for a 100% 
business environment [6]. The resulting range of call capacities can be used by a Te1co in 
determi~ing where the switching system is applicable. 

Three Attempt Mix Eumple. For A POTS Environment 

CATEGORY TYPE LOW AVERAGE HIGH 
INEFFECTIVES Fllse Start • 193 .130 .117 

Permlnent Signal .021 .014 .013 
PARTIAL DIALS Ablndon .006 .036 .121 

Tlmeout .003 .018 .060 
INTRAOFFICE Answered .047 .117 .291 

No An ... r .008 .019 .048 
BuIY .010 .024 .060 

OUTGOING A n ... red .260 .234 .106 
NoAnawer .043 .039 .017 
Busy .053 .048 .022 

INCOMING Answered .260 .234 .106 
No An ... r .D43 .039 ,017 
Busy .053 .048 .022 

SUM 1.000 1.000 1.000 

Table I 
Three POTS Feature Mix Eumpl •• 

FEATURE LOW AVG 

1.Dlglt Speed Cllllng .19 .29 
2·Dlglt Speed Cllllng .12 .18 
Intraoffice CIII forwarding .01. .036 
Outgoing Call Forwarding .012 .024 
CIII Wilting .30 .50 
3·Wsy calling .D1 .03 
Equal Ace ... .20 .35 

HIGH FRACTION OF 
.38 Origination • 
.25 Orlglnltlona 
• 072 Termlnltlon • 
.048 Termlnltlons 
• 70 Busy Termlnltlon • 
• 05 Cl lis Mlnu. Partlll Dill • 
.50 Outgoing 

Table 11 
Typical Range Of Line 

Concentrator Occupancy· 

Time Slot 
Table III Approximate Cost/Line Ratio Computations 

Occupancy 
Access B.015 B.10 

Lines Per Conc. Line Circuit Trunk & CP & Net. 
CP Module Ratio & Control Frames Misc. Frames Frame 

24000 8:1 24 8 
18000 6:1 18 6 
12000 4:1 12 4 
6000 2:1 6 2 

2.5 Capacity Tracking 

Frames/ %Incr. 
Lines Over 8:1 

1.375 
1.389 1.0 
1.417 3.1 
1.500 9.1 

60 .772 .877 
120 .845 .924 
240 .897 .954 
480 .933 .973 

·Delay/Loss Model, No Retrials 
No G·G or 0·0 Variation Effects 

Figure 4 illustrates . one of the principal problems that frequently ~ccurs when a machine is in 
service and capacity must be estimated at regular intervals from current measurements. The three 
tiered lines are parallel, meaning that RTC does not change, and represent different time periods -
perhaps several years apart - to coincide with major network and other equipment additions. 
\Vith each addition, the CP or CPC must communicate with more peripheral equipment. The 
"jumps" thus coincide with added overhead work, which will be proportional to the added 
equipment and thus (roughly) to the added call volume. The capacity would be overestimated 
by direct projection of the -RTC line from current data, but the ultimate capacity C is readily 
estimated from the equations shown with Figure 4. . 

If the R TC is expected to change substantially during the office growth cycle, the current data fit 
(usually obtained by linear regression) can be adjusted by using proportions divided from pre
cutover R TC estimates. 

In some cases it may be feasible to use calls vs. occupancy data from all time periods of the day 
to obtain the regression lines in Figure 4, .but as shown in [7], a substantial portion of business 
traffic will cause a large shift in call volume and call . type mix, especially in the daytime ' vs. 
evening periods. The points for regression analysis should come from the busy hour and side 
hours with virtually the same traffic mix, to permit valid. projection of the circled points in Figure 
4, and from these the ultimate capacity. 
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3. Usage Capacity Estimation 

In moqem digital switches the central switching matrix usually does' not pose a capacity problem 
[8]. It is a nearly nonblocking time-tim~ shared space-time (TST) or TS--ST matrix. It is 
straightforward to form the space division analog and to obtain a load vs. blocking function by 
the methods of Jacobaeus or Lee. With 480 .or more parallel paths, as in most designs, at least 
90% occupancy can be achieved with les.s than I % first-trial biocking. ·The only ·real concern is 
that the central matrix termination capacity will be exceeded before that of the CP or CPC. This 
will be treated in Section 6. 

Only the line concentrators, which constitute most of the peripheral network equipment, 
constitute a traffic performance and capaCity problem. The basic single-hour load vs. service . 
relation may be obtained from a Palm delay· ~odel or, perhaps with more physical justification, 
from a delay/loss m·odel. Typically, the concentrators are full access "T" switches, and a range of 
load/ service points is given in Table 11. . 

The column labeled B.IO (lO~/o blockingor delay) in Table 11 is intended to be a potential High 
Day capacity table, although there is no fixed · criterion, as discussed in [2]. These capacities 
would have to be adjusted downward to account for group-to-group load variation among the 
concentrators, in the High Day busy hour. This may be very difficult to estimate. The column 
B.015 in Table 11 is for Average Busy Season service. This is the criterion on which Tel Co. 
engineering is most frequently based, but the single-hour capacities must now be adjusted 
according to the combined effect of group-to-group and day-to-day variation [4]. As shown in 
[2], capacity reductions of up to 20% would not be unusual.. 

In the analysis process, we can show only the range of capacities that may be encountered for the 
S\\ritch in question. An important element in detennining capacity, the group to group variation, 
is under TelCo control and can be minimized \\rith appropriate assignment methods. Day to day 
variation is usually characteristic of the sen'ing area and class of service mix. Thus, there is no . 
"true" capacity of a supplier's concentrator design. . 

Another concentrator problem, actually a joint traffic/reliability problem, has occurred more than 
once in a modem S\\,itch designs. M odern concentrators are large, often 2000 lines or more, and 
the auxiliary controllers that set up paths through a concentrator often share this function with a 
mated unit. A failure or "partial outage" can cause one controller to ·serve the lines from both 
units, but with only a fraction of the paths ( time slots) normally available. The analysis of this 
problem requires: 

a. loadj sen'ice relations for the complete system and for the partial outage system 
b. controller outage. and mean time to repair statistics 
c. a retrial blocking model and its relation to "outage" 
d. a method of estimating outage, short of using all-hour, all-year traffic profiles 

. . 

A good · early treatment of this problem is in [9J. The criteria and methodology are being revised 
for the LSSG R. 

Although the line concentrator capacity problem is still an area of uncertainty, the engineering 
decision may be easier than it was in analog systems. In one case, concerned over the capacity 
prob~em, we asked a supplier for the relative (not actual) cost of line concentrator/control 
equipment compared to CP and network equipment. It ~urned out that tp a good 
approximation, "a frame is a frame" with regard to cost. That is, a frame filled with line circuit 
packs and all concentrator access and control costs virtually the same as a frame with a CP (part 
of the CPC) and a full central network module. For a typicalline-to-trunk ratio the result would 
be as shown in Table Ill. From this it is clear that, in case of doubt, a TelCo engineer can 
readily afford to choose a lower ratio than required, to provide a safety margin in service. 

4. Peripheral Processors and Auxiliary Processors (for presentation only) 

s. Overload Control 

The most difficult phase of an analysis, and one of the more crucial to the Telco, is to quantify 
the perfonnance of a system's overload control plan. Usually this is a CP function, but it may 

· 2.1A.1.5 
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involve pp actions as well. Burkhard, et · al [10] showed that the probability of successfully 
completing a call decreases rapidly as dial tone delay increases beyond a few tenths of a second. 
This seems to be true because of the impatience of customers, and probably due to the 
unfamiliarity of experiencing any dial tone delay in nonnal service. The LSSG It [11] provides an 
example of an overload control that has proven itself in ·the field and· is based on providing 
service to the "freshest" request for service first. 

In the analysis, a supplier can demonstrate his plan's effectiveness by means of a full scale 
simulation, using the input process illustrated in Figure 5 which is based on the results described 
in the LSSGR [11] . . This flow chart demonstrates that a large amount of waste usage will occur 
unless fresh calls are given service preference. The preferred method would be to use actual 
machine tests instead of a computer simulation, but generating a valid input/retrial process is a . 
difficult task. 1\ote that in Figure 5 the entire potential for generating waste CP usage resides in 
the dial tone delay process. This is a simplification, but currently the maj or contributor seems to 
be dial tone delay. This suggests an architecture that provides a solution to the overload control 
problem. If all dial tone access and digital reception functions can be relegated to PPs, with the 
CP receiving only complete blocks of valid numbers, the overload problem is much simpler. The 
ep can limit itself based on its own occupancy and/or counts of calls. There is no danger of 
waste usage except in the PPs which would nonnally operate at a safe · margin below their 
limiting capacity. 
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6. System Capacity Limits 

As discussed in Sec~on 2.4, the call mix infonnation in Table I is ~ombined with CP real time 
estimates to produce a range of call capacities for different applications. Once this is done, it is 
useful to compare the maximum usage capacity of the central S\\ritching matrix 'with the range of 
call capacities for the CP. A straightforward comparison is shown in Figure 6. Here the 
l\etwork Capacity curve is simply 

Network Call Capacity = ~etwork L sage Capacity/Holding Time 

Projecting the range ofCP Call Capacity against this, we obtain the Holding Time ranges for CP 
vs. Network limits at maximum system size, and also the range in which the maximum size 
4epends on call mix. 

An architecture problem can be exposed easily using a sketch like Figure 6. For example, if the 
Network 'limit range were exten~ed to 150 seconds HT, this wo.uld indicate that the Network is 
not large enough to pennit CP capacity to be utilized, in many applications. 

Another potential system capacity limit is straightforward to check: the overall line capacity 
limit. The physical limit will depend on the overall line concentration ratio and on the office 
ratio of lines to trunks (plus certain service circuits requiring Network ports). In the architecture 
most frequently used in modem switches, we have 

Line Ports + Trunk & Service Ckt. Ports = Total Network Ports 

' That is, 

Lines (- ~1 + ~2) = Network Ports 

RI = Line conc. ratio = Lines/Line Ports, 
R2 = Lines/Trunk & Service Ckt. Ports 

Figure 7 shows this equation with R2 as the parameter. This demonstrates how the maximum 
line capacity, as limited by Network ports, will vary as a function of the two ratio,s. 

Figures 6 and 7 can be combined in various 'ways, but the graphics become hard to interpret. 
B ut this infonnation, along with the table of call capacities described in (6), should provide a full 
profile of system limits. 
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